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Washtenaw County Conservation District
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CONSERVATION DISTRICT
Michigan’s 75 Conservation Districts (CDs)
are your local providers of natural resource
management services -- much like your local
fire, police, health, and school services.
We're also your neighbors, helping fellow
Michiganders conserve their lands and
waterways so our environment can be a
cleaner, healthier, economically stronger
place to live, work and grow for our
community.
Formed in response to the 1930s Dust Bowl,
Conservation Districts are local units of
government that utilize state, federal, and
private sector resources to solve today's
conservation challenges.
The guiding philosophy of Conservation
Districts nationwide is that decisions on
conservation issues should be made at the
local level, by local people, with technical
assistance provided by government-affiliated
organizations. To this end, our CDs work
hand-in-hand with local, state, and federal
organizations to roll out programs that
directly assist and impact the environmental
quality of local communities.

Assisting residents with the conservation,
management and wise use of natural resources in
Washtenaw County since 1948.

SPEAKER: DR. ASIA DOWTIN
Dr. Asia Dowtin is an Assistant Professor of
Urban and Community Forestry in Michigan
State University’s Department of Forestry.
Her work explores the relationships that exist
between urban canopy structure, spatial
context, and plant-water interactions and is
intended to broaden our understanding of
the influence of species composition and
surrounding land use on urban forest
function.
A major goal of Dr. Dowtin's work is to utilize
this knowledge to inform the development of
urban forest management plans, specifically
those intended to optimize yield of select
regulating and supporting ecosystem services
by municipal trees. She holds an extension
appointment, which she uses, in part, to aid
in the development of arboriculture and
urban forestry educational materials for K-12
curriculum, continuing education, and
workforce development programming. She
earned her M.S. and Ph.D. in Geography
from the University of Delaware, and her B.S.
in Meteorology from the State University of
New York College at Oneonta.

Expanding our knowledge of
urban trees and water:
lessons learned and management
implications

KIRT TIDWELL
Tree Conservation
Award
Located just south of the Koenn Nature Preserve in
Sylvan Township, Kirt Tidwell’s six-acre agroforestry
easement was established four years ago, and the
Chinese chestnuts were planted soon after. Hazelnuts,
wild American plums, and paw paws have followed for
a total of 300 plants on site, but that’s just the
beginning. Kirt’s enthusiasm grows as he discusses his
vision – an expansive botanical garden focused on
climate adaptive plants that also support a wildtype
edible business. Food security and climate adaptability
are two key issues that drive his model. The loss of
genetic diversity and the privatization of seed through
genetic modification have locked conventional farmers
into paying for seed annually, but Kirt seeks out
specimens that will produce viable seed, allowing him
to sell both the fruit and seed to the local community.
Kirt’s aspirations and love of the land are only rivaled
by his respect and gratefulness for the people who
have guided and influenced his journey. Many people
and organizations have helped to shape his path and
expand his knowledge, but Kirt credits Richard Andres
and Dave and Sharon Brooks as integral supporters for
whom he is extremely thankful. At the WCCD, we are
thankful community members who support one
another to make dreams come true and drive efforts
of conservation and sustainability. Congratulations,
Kirt Tidwell, the WCCD’s 2021 Tree Conservationist of
the Year!
“With the extreme changes currently unfolding as a result of anthropogenic global
change, as ecosystems continue to unravel from their previous relatively stable state, one
thing that brings me peace, is to try to live as part of the ecosystems where I grew up.
Assisting plants, animals, fungi, rivers, lakes and rocks, wherever possible to find and/or
keep their place to survive.”
-Kirt Tidwell

MALAKIA & MATTHEW
Small or Beginning
Conservation Farmer
Award
Going back generations it can be widely
agreed upon that if there is one family
farm in Webster Township who has
consistently demonstrated a commitment
to a high level of Conservation, it would
be the Whitney Family. In fact, in the year
2002, Gilbert Whitney was named the
Washtenaw County Conservation Farmer
of the year for his outstanding efforts.
While the operation has evolved over the
years, the ethic of conservation that was
practiced on the farm by Gilbert remains
the guiding principle of todays generation
of Whitney Farmers, Matthew Haarklou
and Malaika Whitney.
This practice of conservation on the farm
has carried on in such a strong manner,
that 19 years later, the Washtenaw County
Conservation District is thrilled to have the
privilege to name Matthew and Malaika
the 2021 Small/Beginning Conservation
Farmers of the year. Pictured right is
Gilbert Whitney on the Cover of the 2002
edition of the Conservation Districts
”Conservation Update,” accepting his
award for Conservation Farmer of the
Year.”
There is no better candidate for this award, and the fact that conservation has been a
consistent principle on the Whitney Farm for multiple generations, makes this award even
more fitting. Generations ago it was the Whitney Family who set the bar for conservation,
and the standard of excellence has been met and exceeded every year, thanks to the hard
work and commitment of Matthew and Malaika.

LEE MAULBETSCH
Walter Wolfgang
Memorial Farmer
Conservation Award
Going back to 1978, the Maulbetsch family
has consistently farmed corn, soy beans,
and wheat, in Nortfheild Township. These
days, Lee and the rest of the Maulbetsch
family farm roughly 1,400 acres, and
conservation is the guiding principle for all
aspects of the operation.
Conservation is at the center of the
operation for the Maulbetsh Family.
Starting with Soil sampling on a three year
rotation, every field always has up to date
soil tests. In doing so, Lee is fully equipped
to making the best decision he can for what
fields need what nutrient applications, and
just as important, what fields do not need
nutrient application. Additionally, almost no
field goes without cover crop during non
production periods of the year. For years
Lee has applied Cereal Rye, and a mix of
Cereal Rye and Radishes, to almost every
field on his farm, regardless of the prior
crop. Lee has seen the potential risks of
erosion and soil loss when these practices
are not employed, and Lee makes it a point
to make sure the soil on every field is
protected from wind and water erosion.
Seldom will a farm cover every field at the
end of the season, however the value that
Lee places on the health of his ground is
immeasurable. These practices, as well as
practicing no till when possible, have made
conservation both easy, and profitable, for
Lee and the rest of his family.

Having an operation like Lee
Maulbetsch's as an example of how far
conservation can take an operation, is a
great asset to Washtenaw County.

LINDA PRIESKORN
Volunteer of the Year
Award
While 2021 was a challenging year in many
ways, the WCCD staff and many
volunteers stepped up to make the plant
sale events a success. One individual
stood out with consistency, dedication,
humor, and native plant knowledge to
nearly every event in 2021: Linda
Prieskorn! So, we decided to honor our
first ever WCCD Volunteer of the Year.
Linda is a retired middle school teacher
living in Ann Arbor, and many of us know
her as an avid native plant enthusiast! She
keeps tending and improving her massive
native plant garden in her front and back
yards. When asked if she'd recommend
volunteering with the WCCD events, she
said "These events are a good chance to
meet people & be active & learn
seedlings... I’ve learned as much about
plants [at these events] as I have from
books”. And we've all learned a great deal
from Linda and fully appreciated her
knowledge, humor, enthusiasm, and style
that she brings to the work.
On behalf of the Washtenaw County
Conservation District, thank you Linda!

While 2021 was a challenging year in many ways, the WCCD staff and many volunteers
stepped up to make the plant sale events a success. Linda stood out with consistency,
dedication, humor, and native plant knowledge to nearly every event in 2021!

Thank you for attending the
74th WCCD Annual Meeting!
Interested in attending more
events or volunteering? Please
visit our website.

www.washtenawcd.org

